GOLDEN AGE
MARGHERITE: NHT11 sofa: in printed linen with giant daisies OCALA (p.4), in ribbed velvet viscose-velvet OVEN and in macro-freshwork cotton JACQUARD OAKLEY (p.6). BUBBLE lamps in printed linen with giant daisies OCALA (p.10.11.19). Rug in thick wool felt MACIO ODOMAR (p.4.6.10.18).

Cushions: Shading Jacquard daisies silk-velveteen black DRIBA (p.4.19) and silk duchesse with embroidered daisies ORLEANS (p.4.9), multicolour shading stripe JENENS (p.7). Cotton-velvet- Wool-linen-herringbone DUSO (p.7.9), viscose-Jacquard velvet with shading stripes JACABADA (p.6). Fringing curtain DAINTRÊTE (p.6.8). DANIELA armchair. Cylindrical pouf in silk duchesse with embroidered daisies ORANDA (p.9). SCREEN bed in cotton-velveteen-linen-wool-herringbone DUSO (p.10).

Duvet cover and pillowcases in printed percale with giant daisies ORNELLA and with little ones ORFÈME, cushions in striped satin OTAVIO (p.10) and percale dye and overprinted J0 (p.10.14).

CRÉVÉTÉ armchair and BOSCA cushions and magazines sack in viscose silk Jacquard with shading daisies ORÎANA (p.12). Cylinder pouf and cushion in cotton silk JACQUARD OLIVIA (p.23).


Cylindrical pouf in Jacquard multicolour stripe JACQUARANA, shading stripe JENENS (p.15). Beach towel in striped gauze OBI, velour flap covered TIAM, bathrobe and terrycloth set in velour with fringes OLIVIA and velour-beach towel with fringed terrycloth border LIAM (p.16). Knitted towel folded THOM OVSEIN (p.14.16) and solid OVSLAV (p.122). Embroidered with fringes ONS (p.12), irregular chevron striped ONSFÒRD (p.14).

PIZZO Duvet cover and pillowcases in printed satin lace effect ODETTÉ, striped OSCAR (p.23.25.26) and dyed and overprinted percale J0 (p.26). Cushions in dyed and overprinted J0 (p.24.26). INTNTL BED and CUSHION pouf in striped blanket scarf and border with thin felt EISCH (p.26). Knitted flamed throw THOM OVSEIN and woven tartan HUSKY (p.25-26). Round candles GOMITOLO (p.23).

PAPAVER NAP sofa in patched poppies printed micro-chequered satin texture ORELIA (p.30.52.57). NAP pouf and cushions in: the tones Jacquard lace effect in four colour ways ORMOND (p.30). In ribbed dajevé viscose-velvet OVEN (p.30) and embroidered poppy OCEO (p.30.57). Silk lamp in cotton-velveteen printed with striped poppy ORLOV (p.31). Overlapping fringe curtains DAINTRÊTE (p.30). Flooring Bolon by Missione (p.30.35).


GOLDEN AGE TATAM sofa and FÔLUS pouf in silk blend chevron BARNE OISSEL (p.40.46). TATAM armchair and cushions in floral printed satin OSBONE (p.40.67). Terrycloth with micro-chequered effect OLIVERT (p.40.45.46) and embroidered chevron MARBOT (p.40.46). FUTAPUSPOLLONE pouf in two-toned Jacquard lace effect ORMOND GOLD (p.40) and ORMOND (p.47). SPHÈRE lamp in daisies JACQUARD ORLEANS (p.41). RUG MARZANABAD (p.41).

VIRELLO armchair and embroidered chevron MARBOT (p.45). CHEVRON rug OISHEL (p.45). SCREEN bed, throw and cushion in embroidered chevron MARBOT. CUSHIONS: in silk embroidered ORANDA, in silk blend chevron BARNE OISSEL, BESSPEED in monogram luxurie embroidery KRISTEL. BUBBLE lamp, PALLINA pouf and cushion in floral, printed satin ORSAY, CURTAIN in daisies JACQUARD ORLEANS (p.44).

Cushions: Two-velvet Jacquard with lace effect ORMOND GOLD and velvet dajevé daisies OMDURMAN, SPHÈEEL sidetable. CYLINDER pouf and cushion in Trevira with micro-chequered effect OLYVET. HOLLY coffee table. Viseo chace satin ROGER, TATAM armchair and cushions in floral printed satin ORSAY and CYLINDER pouf in Trevira with print floral outline ORELIA (p.44.46).

MARGHERITE OUTDOOR JALMAR chaise-longue in macro-strashe JACQUARD OVIOTO (p.50). CUSHIONS: Multicolour stripe OLYVET, black-and-white stripe RAINBOW (p.50). Pouf BORSA in solid canvas ESCLA and BOSCA cushions and magazine sack with printed daisies OLIVERA (p.52). Cylinder pouf CORDULA round armchairs and cushions with printed daisies OLIVERA. CYLINDER pouf STRIPED OLYVET (p.52). CHaise- longue and small table hand rooted with tartan effect CORDULA, IN Stainless Steel (p.64). CORDULA pendant lamps hand woven (p.65). CORDULA table and hand knitted stackable chairs (p.57). VIRELLO chaise-longue and cushions in black-and-white stripe RAINBOW. Beach towels in black-and-white and multicolour stripe ORSUN. VIRELLO armchair, PALLINA pouf, FÔLUS pouf and cushion with printed daisies OLIVERA and multicolour stripe STRIPED OLYVET. All fabrics are suitable for outdoors (p.58).

MACROCHRET OUTDOOR MAP sofa, cushions, bedspread and pillowcases in printed crochet ZigZAG, orley. Two cushions ORNO. Plain Terry OYSTER, MAP chaise-longue in striped OVERALL (p.62.65.72). RUG ORMOND, ORELIA, JALAMAR chaise-longue, and cushions in the two tones crochet ORMOND (p.66.74).

PETAL chaise-longue and pouf tables PITAGORA, cushions in solid TERRY OYSTER, in striped OVERALL, in printed crochet ZigZAG orley and the two tones crochet ORMOND, striped velour beach towel OMAR (p.66). BUBBLE lamps two cushions orley (p.70.72). Folding deck chair REGISTA and SIRIUS in PVC JACQUARD ODES. FÔLUS and MAP pouf in striped OVERALL. Pouf and Chaise-longue Nap in printed crochet ZigZAG orley, solid two-tone OMAR. Velour beach towel in flamed effect with JACQUARD border LIM (p.72).

MASTER MODERNO.grATÎA sofa and cushions in velvet with printed floral outline ORELIA (p.76.82) and multicolour stripe OLYVET, multicolour stripe OLYVET colour knitted OLAV. Fringe chandelier DAINTRÊTE, HOLLY coffee table. GRATÎA armchair. CYLINDER pouf in dajevé daisies ORELIA. All fabrics are in Trevira (p.76). BATHMAT in tufted terry-velour mix OTIL. Bathroom and terrycloth towels: OYSTER, bath mat and shower towel. All towels are suitable for outdoors (p.76).


Cushion pouf in striped STRIPED OLYVET (p.100). CHEVRON CANDILA and LANTERN (p.103). Bathroom and terrycloth with JACQUARD border MASTER, in sharing stripe with printed terrycloth with knitted effect ORLO (p.102.103). FÔLUS pouf and cushion in macro-passiflora satin ODEMA (p.104). Knitted flamed throw OVSEIN (p.105). Flooring Bolon by Missione (p.92.96.100.104). All fabrics are in Trevira.